Taking the
plunge
Chris Velasquez, Apergy, USA, examines key
ways to improve production in horizontal wells.

I

t is a fact of oilfield life: no two wells are exactly alike. They come
in all shapes and sizes and their configurations play a major role
in what their ultimate production capabilities will eventually
be. A well type that has grown in popularity in recent years is the
horizontally drilled well. While these types of wells can have many
benefits for the operator, they also present their own unique set of
production challenges that must be overcome if their economical life
cycle is to be optimised.
This article will focus on horizontal wells and how the
implementation of specific designs of plungers and controllers can

improve production rates while protecting sensitive, and costly,
downhole and surface equipment from damage.

The challenge

No well can be drilled in a perfectly straight vertical line that runs
to the reservoir. In wells that can be more than 10 000 ft deep, there
are bound to be obstructions that will force the wellbore to zig
and zag before it reaches the reservoir. This can be especially true
when drilling a horizontal well, which requires multiple angles, or
deviations, before the reservoir is accessed.

Horizontal drilling has become popular because it allows
types that are recommended most often for horizontal wells.
multiple wells to be operated from one well pad, rather than having
Operators will transition from a fast-falling plunger that requires little
to construct and operate a well pad for each vertically drilled well.
or no shut-in time to a style of plunger that will require shut-in time in
However, while horizontal wells help ease the burden for the oilfield
order to optimise well recovery.
operator from an infrastructure and capital-investment perspective,
In the early stages of a horizontal well’s life, the two-piece plunger
they do create some challenges from a production viewpoint.
is extremely effective. These plungers feature a ball-and-sleeve
The vast majority of natural gas wells will experience some
design with a large inner diameter that enables them to fall at high
level of ‘liquid loading’, which is the term used to define the state
speeds against high gas and liquid rates. The faster fall times allow
when water and oil accumulate in the tubing and wellbore during
the plunger to make more trips down the well, which results in
production. This is one of those critical developments that will play a
continuous fluid removal and the elimination of well shut-in times,
significant role in just how prolific the well will be before it becomes
resulting in maximised production.
non-economical to produce.
There are drawbacks, however, when plungers fall too fast – in
As wells produce, they will experience a normal decline, and what
excess of 1000 ft/min., for instance – which can damage the plunger
was once a young and vibrant well will lose the critical velocity that
and downhole equipment. When running fast-falling plungers,
enables the natural gas and liquids to flow unencumbered to the
extra-heavy bumper springs with various alloys of construction have
surface. At this point, the operator will generally choose to install an
been designed to absorb the higher impacts. As gas and liquid rates
artificial lift system in the well, which is designed to remove
the flow-inhibiting liquids and, in the best-case scenario,
return the well to its former flow-rate glory while extending
its operational life.
The fly in the ointment in this scenario is that the
deviations and long laterals, which can commonly stretch for
two miles or more, that are inherent in horizontal wells may
limit or restrict the performance of certain types of artificial
lift systems.
Another variable that can affect production is the
buildup of paraffin, scale, hydrates and other solids on the
walls of the tubing. This is an unfortunate characteristic of
high-volume wells, since wells that produce at high rates
are more prone to experiencing flow-obstructing buildup.
When this buildup occurs, it must be removed, not just
to optimise flow, but also to prevent the need for costly
Figure 1. Sophisticated well site controllers feature supervisory control and data
slickline, hot-oil flushes or even rig expenses in order to
acquisition (SCADA) system architecture that combines proven well-production
clear the restrictions. When these types of buildups occur, it
algorithms with a programmable logic controller (PLC), which enables oilfield
is the norm to introduce into the well costly chemicals that
operators to virtually manage all of their sites from anywhere in the world.
have been crafted to remove the paraffin, scale and other
forms of obstructive buildup. Plunger lift has become a
preferred method to minimise the occurrence of these types
of restrictions in the inner wall of the tubing, which will help
the bottom line by reducing or preventing the need for other
expensive buildup-removal methods.
With all of these factors to consider, the major challenge
for the operator becomes identifying the perfect time to
introduce the plunger lift components that will help the well
produce at optimised flow rates, while removing liquids and
solids. In the end, it becomes a question of economics and
well performance.

The solution

Fortunately for oilfield operators, they can call in the cavalry
in the form of a plunger lift system, which can be an effective
method to overcome the effects of the liquid loading and
impurity buildup that are common in horizontal wells.
Plunger lift systems can actually be a ‘best of all worlds’
solution for oilfield operations, in that they require low
capital investment and minimal operating expenses while
delivering production gains that can offset the cost of the
system in as little as a few weeks.
The heartbeat of the plunger lift system is the actual
plungers that rise and fall down the wellbore. There are
numerous types and styles of plungers that can be used
during the lifespan of the well, but there are two plunger

Figure 2. The design components and operational abilities of the two-piece bypass

plunger enable it to fall at high speeds against high gas and liquid rates. This
capability allows the plunger to make more trips down the well, resulting in higher
product returns and the elimination of well shut-in times.

decline and plunger travel speeds increase, it is advisable that the
operator transitions to a friction bypass plunger. These plungers are
manufactured with different port sizes that will control plunger fall
times. This allows the operator to select the correct port-size plunger
for each well in order to gain optimal performance, while eliminating
the risk of costly equipment damage. This plunger also has the ability
to fall against the flow so that production can continue as the plunger
cycles, resulting in a reduced need for well shut-in times.
Plunger lift equipment can be constructed from different alloys,
which makes it durable when used in wells where corrosive gases
such as hydrogen sulfide (H₂S) or carbon dioxide (CO₂) are present.

Stainless steel or 4140 alloy can be used where H₂S-free sweet gas is
the primary commodity.
It is worth reiterating at this point that when the proper transition
is made between equipment, damage to the downhole spring,
plunger or surface equipment can be more readily prevented.
Damaged downhole equipment requires a slickline to be brought
to the well pad and numerous trips down the well may be needed
in order to retrieve and replace the damaged equipment, with each
occurrence potentially costing upwards of several thousand dollars.
Another critical piece in the plunger lift puzzle is a well site
controller. These controllers feature supervisory control and data
acquisition (SCADA) system architecture that combines proven
well-production algorithms with a programmable logic controller
(PLC) to allow operators to virtually manage all of their sites. This
includes, but is not limited to, remote monitoring and control of tank
levels, chemical-injection times and rates, gas volumes, pressures,
temperatures, flow rates and compressor set points. Effective
controllers will also be able to integrate with host systems and other
third-party devices to produce true supervisory control at the well site.
While the controller gives operators a comprehensive view of how
the well is functioning, it also serves to increase safety. Since the wells
can be monitored remotely, there is less need for manual intervention
in the well’s operation. In the past, a team of technicians needed to be
on-site at the well on a daily basis. Now, if something goes wrong with
the well’s operation, the operator will receive a notice – which can be
sent anywhere in the world to their computer, tablet, smartphone or
other mobile device – and a technician can be dispatched to the site to
mitigate the problem. This increases safety and also allows operators
to properly allocate or reallocate their resources.

Woodford Shale case study

Figure 3. As horizontal wells age, oilfield operators can choose to

switch to a friction bypass (left), or sliding-sleeve bypass plunger
(right), which are designed to better control plunger fall times while
continuing to optimise fluid-removal rates.

The Woodford Shale natural gas play in southeastern Oklahoma is
said to be one of the most prolific in the United States. It first began
producing in 2005 and estimates say that before it is played out, it
will have produced upwards of 4 trillion ft³ of natural gas.
Recently, an operator in the Woodford Shale had a well that was
flowing steadily, but was only producing 150 000 ft³ of natural gas.
The operator felt that the well should be producing higher volumes,
so a thorough assessment of its performance parameters was
conducted.
The assessment revealed that the incorporation of a two-piece
plunger with a 9 in. sleeve and tungsten ball combination could
do the trick. That proved to be the case as immediately after the
two-piece plunger was installed, the well began producing
significantly higher daily volumes.
In fact, the well experienced a production increase of 233%
and reached an average volume of 500 000 ft³, which it has
maintained for more than three months.

Conclusion

Figure 4. This graph represents the life of a well and presents the different plunger

types that PCS Ferguson recommends for each stage of the well’s life. All wells have
different challenges, which means there are exceptions to this general guideline.
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It is an undeniable landmark day in the life of an oilfield operator
when the drilling of a well is completed and it begins producing
natural gas. The life of that well will continue to give the operator
many more days of production, along with more than a few ups
and downs, but eventually it will begin its inevitable production
decline. When this unavoidable circumstance occurs in a
multi-deviation horizontal well, there are ways to help return
it to past production-rate glories. The developers of plunger
lift systems and their components – specifically plungers and
controllers – aim to aid the operator in this quest, but it can be
successful only if the proper equipment is introduced at the
proper time.

